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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Question: How  do I access my courses in the IMA Learning Center 

Answer: To access your course enter the web address, http://www.imanet.org, login with your 
member ID and Passwordclick “myCourses” click My Enrollments select the course 
title  click “Launch” link.  Note: Items that are expired are listed but cannot be launched. 
 

Question: How can I check to see which courses I have mastered/completed? 

Answer: Log into IMA Learning Center and go to My Transcript under the My Learning tab. 

My Transcript tab lists all the courses you have started, based on most recent 
learning activity. Courses may be sorted by column headings by clicking on that 
heading. 
 

Question: How do I log Out of the IMA Learning Center 

Answer: When you are ready to log out of the IMA Learning Centerclick on the Sign Off  link 
located in the upper right-hand corner of any Learning Center page , to end the session 

Question: What are the technical requirements for a computer to access an online course? 

Answer: The following browsers are supported: 

 Internet Explorer  

 Google Chrome  

 Mozilla Firefox 

 Safari 
If you encounter difficulty with viewing items in this web-based product, you may first want 
to try using a different browser. 
 

Question: What if I can’t access the IMA Learning Center? 

Answer: For technical support contact imalms@imanet.org For content or program questions, 
contact ima@imanet.org 
 

Question: Will my completions show in My Transcript as soon as the course is completed? 

Answer: Yes the course will show immediately after it has been completed.   

Question: What’s the best way to find a course I want to take? 

Answer: Click the Catalog tab located next to My Learning tab that will take you directly to IMA’s 
collection of learning products in the catalog. 
 

Question: If I purchase a subscription product, do I get immediate access to it? 

Answer: Yes! When your purchase transaction is completed you will receive an Order Confirmation 
with access instructions.  The product will be added to your My Learning page.  
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